
Pictured below are some examples of recycled 
plastic products recently installed around Australia.

Industrial & Domestic Plastic Waste Used As A Resource

These same bollards have now been installed in Chambers Pillar Historical Reserve, at Palm 
Valley in the Finke Gorge National Park, and at Ellery Creek Big Hole in West MacDonnell National 
Park, with plans underway for additional installations in Simpson’s Gap National Park and Kings 
Canyon National Park. With correct installation, the bollards will withstand a knock from a vehicle, 
and the Commission has not reported any issues with vandalism. 

The Northern Territory's Parks and Wildlife Commission was looking for
alternatives to using timber in a number of areas around Alice Springs. Timber
such as Jarrah is become difficult to source as it is not being replenished at the
rate it is being used, and is therefore unsustainable. 
Perma pine was the material originally used for these bollards which are now 
being removed, but this material has proved unsatisfactory on a number of levels. 
As well as containing unsavoury chemicals which may leach into the ground, the

pine eventually splits, causing dangerous and unattractive splinters. 
Recycled plastic is the logical replacement as the finish is clean and smooth, and
the product stands up to intense summer, as well as minus zero winter nights, 

without distorting. Recycled plastic offers UV resistance which aids with colour holding and 
does not attract termites. The icing on the cake is that this product reduces impact on landfill 

by re-using plastics predominantly supplied as packaging. 

This jetty in Victoria is often subjected to wild weather. It was constructed with recycled-plastic jetty 
planks and capping, as salt water will not corrode the material, even when submerged. As these 
photos show, after a recent storm the jetty looked like new; however the debris from the storm left 
the foreshore itself looking a little worse for wear.

145mm Square Bollard



Dandenong Valley School 
The timber seating in the Hydrotherapy Centre at the Dandenong Valley School was looking 
very tired and shabby due to the effects of the humid and damp environment. Replas was 
commissioned to remove the existing seating and replace it with an all recycled-plastic solution. 
The principal of the school was amazed at the difference having smart new seats in the foyer, 
pool area and change areas made to the Centre. ‘Wow, what a difference,’ she commented, 

‘and the really great news is that the new seating will last for years.’

Southern Grampians Shire 
The Southern Grampians Shire in Western Victoria has been working in collaboration with a 
local Rotary Club to install some recycled-plastic seats and table settings in local parklands. To 
acknowledge the work of Rotary, the shire decided to have plaques showing the Rotary Club 
logo inserted into each item of furniture. It’s an easy and inexpensive way to recognise the 
invaluable contribution of volunteer groups within the community. 


